Not all local history has to be about
things so long ago no one is left who
remembers them first hand. Delson’s
Economy Store is a good example. Still
remembered by many in Nassau and
refered to by many more, Delson’s was
the store where “if they don’t have it,
you don’t need it.”
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Delson’s on Albany Avenue as it appeared in the 1970s. Over the years the Delson family operated a number of similar stores in addition to Nassau. The ad below is from 1936.

n the days before dollar stores
and Wal-Mart and shopping
on-line there was a place in Nassau called Delson’s – B.H.Delson’s
Economy Store to be precise. Their
slogan was – “if we don’t have it,
you don’t need it,” and while that perhaps wasn’t always the case, Delson’s
was what could be called a super store
back before there was such a thing.
Before the 1950s Nassau was
very much the commercial hub of
the surrounding area. Over periods
of bust and boom, Brainard, Hoag’s
Corners, and Bunker Hill among
other locations all had thriving industries with dozens of workers
living close to their employment.
Combined with numerous farms,
many with large families, it’s not hard
to speculate that within 7 - 10 miles
of Nassau village lived thousands of
people all needing a place to shop.
One of the most long-lived and
best remembered merchants in Nassau was Delson’s. Local lore holds
that the store was first opened in
1910 by Louis Swadelson, later
his son Benjamin took over. Somewhere along the line the family
shortened their name to Delson and
the rest is history.
Located at 18 Albany Avenue,
originally the building had been
a hotel and later a rooming house.
Strategically located directly across
the street from the Nassau Station
of the electric trolley car line best
known as the Albany Southern Rail-

road, the site had been the Germania Hotel in the 1870s followed by Kurtznacker’s Hotel at the turn of the Century.
While few records exist of the early days, we know that the store frequently expanded and built out over the
years often incorporating near-by structures. By the 1970s and early 80s a central entry door facing Albany Avenue brought you into the building. To your right was a small area of refrigerator cases with fresh produce and fruit.
Going past that, further right was a large display with clothing and accessories. From baby clothes to shoes, sleepwear and
winter coats you could find almost everything needed to outfit your family.
If you headed straight back into the store you came across sewing notions, small household items, and eventually, past a cashier’s counter to the toy department. A magnet for kids, bin-like counters contained all sorts of
treasures - caps and toy soldiers, doll clothes and make-up kits. Beyond the toy area, to the right you entered the
household and hardware area. Kitchenware, screens for your windows, bins with nails you pulled out with a claw-like tool to
weight on the scale.
At the rear of the store on a raised step-up level was “the office.” With a partition about waist high, the employees could keep an eye on what was going on below on the sales floor and often assist a perplexed customer.
Near this area was also the ammunition selection. While the floor plan of the store was open with an occasional
support pillar, it was not symmetrically square. Owning to expansions over the years, there were sight dips and
rises in the floors and when it rained, you could count on finding a bucket or two on the floor to catch a stray drip.
If you only needed a few grocery items you would head to the left side of the store where well-stocked shelves
of canned, dry and packaged food items would be found. Heading further back you would find cleaning supplies,
mops, brooms and the like, along with glass-fronted coolers with beverages. Between the coolers and the groceries was the butcher counter. Unlike today with everything prepackaged, you would tell the man what you wanted
and he would prepare and wrap it for you.
If you turned back towards the front door you would approach the single check-out counter. There was a
smaller second counter sandwiched between the main counter and the produce area, but it was seldom used. As
you waited in line to pay for your selections, immediately to the right were open topped ice cream freezers waiting
to tempt you with a carton of ice cream.
About a dozen employees worked at the store at any given time and many for years. Manager David Katzen retired in 1971 after working there for 40 years. He and his wife lived in one of three apartments above the
store where they raised their daughter Bernice. Donald Chandler worked there as a boy when he was 11 years old.
Leroy Allendorph was clerk for 35 years. Irv Swire (Mrs. Delson’s nephew), and Doris Young worked in the office. Young assistant manager Lawrence Markessinis was introduced to clerk Elsie Piniazek’s daughter Judi and
wedding bells followed. Other long-time employees included front cashier Pat Visconti, Carol Stanley and Emma
Hook. Most of these individuals lived in Nassau and contributed to the community.
Sadly it all ended on a summer day in July 1982 when an 11-year old from Nassau Lake set fire to the store and
two other properties in Nassau. With other stores in Chatham and Millerton, the decision was made not to rebuild in
Nassau. While other businesses have come and gone, few will replace what once was a cherished Nassau landmark.
If you would like to share your Nassau stories and/or pictures contact us at info@nassau12123.com or telephone Mr. Vincent at 766-2291.
We would love to include your material in a future edition.

The final hours of a 70 year institution on Nassau. Over 30 area
fire companies responded to the three blazes set on fire that day.
The youth was sentenced to VanderHyden Hall in Troy for his deed.

